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William Shakespeare’s Hamlet presents an accessible and universal protagonist, transcending the 

boundaries of Theatre and of his contemporaries as a microcosm of Elizabethan England, to dynamically 

explore the human condition in its psychological and moral complexity. The Aristotelian tragedy 

succeeds in its investigation to segregate the convoluted ideas of truth and deceit through Shakespeare’s 

manipulation of imagery to heighten audience comprehension of underlying motivations of particular 

characters in their autonomous pursuit for truth or deception. With the responsibility of restoring order 

within a corrupt social milieu, whilst in a seemingly, eternal internal moral struggle with his sense of filial 

duty, religious piety, and social justice, Hamlet is able to become “an instrument rather than an 

agent”(Samuel Johnson) in the observation of human intricacies. In order to weed the “unweeded 

garden”(I.ii.139) of Denmark’s facade, one must study Hamlet, according to Dr Kate Flaherty in Theatre 

and Metatheatre in Hamlet(2005), as “a play deeply concerned with notions of the play: The power of 

play, the danger of play and the threshold between play and reality...”, in symbiosis to Shakespeare’s 

intentional employment of imagery to emphasise the struggle and disillusionment of Hamlet’s dilemma in 

his endeavour for earth-bound truth. excellent 

 

BODY : STUDY OF KING HAMLET’S GHOST / LIGHT AND DARK  

 

Audiences are introduced to the conflicting notions of truth and deceit through Shakespeare’s 

manipulation of light and darkness to explore the initial stages of chaos. Shakespeare’s implementation of 

the popular conception of supernatural elements in the exposition stage of his play depends on the 

Elizabethan audience to engage and recognise the reversal of nature as being symptomatic of an unnatural 

intervention of God’s design-the Great Chain of Being. The complexity of the judgement required of 

Hamlet to determine the nature of this apparition as being wholly truthful to ‘thy father’s spirit’ with the 

solitudinal intention to “revenge his foul and most unnatural murder”(I.v), or rather, a ‘goblin damned’ 

demon seeking to wreak justice on the ‘rotten...state of Denmark’ is explicitly evoked by the uncertain 

juxtaposition of pronouns, regarding the projection as being a heavenly body or one originating from hell, 

“bring with thee air from heaven or blasts from hell...by thy intent charitable or wicked.”(I.iv) Marcellus’ 

fearful objection to the idea that the Ghost’s identity is that of the late King Hamlet, referring to the 

projection as a noun, “...it wafts you to a more removed ground/but do not go with it…”(I.iv) establishes 

the divine separation of those earth-bound and of those “Doom’d for a certain term to walk the night...for 

the day confined to fast in fires,”(I.v). The fear of Horatio and Marcellus surmounts to intensify the 

dramatisation of the “foul, strange and unnatural” encounter. To further the extent of which the series of 

events may be deemed as ‘unnatural’, it is peculiar that the disappearance of the Ghost’s existence in the 

‘matin’, explicitly, the light, permits the convoluted action of deception and espionage to prevail in the 

‘prison’ of Denmark. The suggestion that the darkness of night  fosters the suppressed truth, whereby the 



 

 

light is a motivating force for evil acts, emphasises the extremity of dysfunction of “the unweeded garden 

that grows to seed things rank and gross in nature.” Shakespeare’s polar adaptation of the conventions 

associated with lightness and darkness throughout the play adds to its textual integrity whereby the 

ultimate dilemma of Hamlet as a Renaissance explores the complex thematics of human consciousness 

and humanity. Good work Nhi- this is insightful 

 

BODY : STUDY OF HAMLET AS THE AMATEUR OF DECEIT FOR TRUTH / CLOTHING + 

ANTIC DISPOSITION 

The conundrum of Hamlet’s character in the confines of ’the state of Denmark’ is truly accredited to 

Shakespeare’s distortion of the definition of deceit and truth, beyond the dichotomy of honesty and 

dishonesty, or psychomachy. Within Hamlet, Shakespeare has perfected a character of his own 

ecosystem, whereby the challenging ideas of honesty and deception hybridise to corroborate the empirical 

truth of  “what a piece of work is a man”(II.ii), the delicacy of life, of the undiscovered country and of 

the absurdity of the universe, catalysed by the ghost’s premonition. Through Hamlet's inaction, the 

complexity of the mind to balance reason and emotion, and ideas of the human consciousness is realised 

and it is his moral superiority to the 'base-natured' fools of the ‘diseased ear’ and 'unweeded garden' of 

Denmark, is he understood to be "a noble mind is here o'erthrown!" (iii.i). Beneath the sarcasm and wit, 

he is truly a Humanist and a Renaissance man, fiercely loyal to his own nature as to preach that no 

external appearance could possibly denote/define the true being within, "tis not alone my inky coat,...can 

denote me truly." Yet, Hamlet's obsession to his pursuit for logic within the truth ensues the humanistic 

Hamlet to the complexity of executing rightful action, where “All his obligations are sacred to him, but 

this alone is above his powers.”(The Tragedy of Hamlet, 1843, P. MacDonell) and in an attempt to 

impregnate thoughts of the impossible task as being temporary, Hamlet “force(s) his soul to his own 

conceit” (II.ii) to manifest into the perfect physical embodiment of dishonesty, deception and fakery of 

false purpose and conviction- the Actor. It is Hamlet's first action does his intentions align with the 

playwright's- to recreate his external impression almost antithetically to the true, undefinable state 

whereby those that witness him, become the mute, pale-faced observer of the trickery of Theatre, of his 

antic-disposition. This is all A range- I am hoping for your sake that you can deliver this level in the 

exams. You deserve to do well.  

 

Shakespeare's incorporation of clothing as a recurring imagery aids Hamlet's 'mad' facade where his 

manipulation of the socially-integrated idea that the external is a representation of the personal, realised 

by Gertrude's comment, "cast thy nighted colour off/and let thine eye look like a friend on Denmark," 

fosters the preconceived ideas of his 'madness' by the observed to support his deception. Unlike the 

unphased Polonius, it is the sweet Ophelia's fright of this act, "Lord Hamlet...his stockings fouled,/...pale 

as his shirt, his knees knocking each other with a look so piteous...as if he had been loosed out of hell...", 

that establishes and publicises his secondary identity. Throughout the play, the superficiality of Hamlet's 

extrinsic character is prolonged to the extent that a description of Hamlet is ultimately incomplete without 

some association to clothing. To Polonius, Hamlet is a “mere implorators of unholy suits” and to himself, 

"let the devil wear black/for i'll have a suit of sables." Shakespeare's utilisation of a variety of uniforms as 

a metaphorical imagery to strengthen Hamlet's characterisation, permits the audience to the form 

connections of his facade and his purpose in its dramatic irony and realise his compatibility to become his 

own entertainer where, it is only in his deception, that the dominancy of the Mind is lost with an excess of 

Action and a delicate equilibrium is finally established to enlighten the truth.  



 

 

 

BODY : STUDY OF OPHELIA AS THE MEASURE OF TRUTH / FLOWERS + MADNESS  

Antithetical to the profile of Hamlet as the hybrid of deceit and truth, Shakespeare’s implementation of 

feminine imagery to exude the minimal individual agency reserved to a state of madness, is kin to the 

femininity and repressed sexuality of the ‘sweet Ophelia’ as the embodiment of absolute truth, goodness 

and social propriety- fated to wilt against the social and gender injustices of her contemporary. Where 

Shakespeare has personified Hamlet to the superficiality of fabrics, he has enforced the delicacy of the 

flower to the Romantic heroine whereby facets of her identity are accessible for critique through 

metaphorical association to the flower. Laertes’ sexualisation of Ophelia, provoked by his graphical 

allusion to the intimate anatomy of the female genitalia, “canker galls the infants of the spring/too oft 

before their buttons be disclosed...” is one of a multitude of erotic descriptions. Juliet Dusinberre in 

Shakespeare and the Nature of Women has argued that, “Her[Ophelia’s] whole education is geared to 

relying on other people's judgment, and to placing chastity and reputation...above even the virtue of 

truthfulness…” and is ultimately accurate of Ophelia’s synopsis. However, her assertion of Ophelia’s 

stagnancy in the ‘male world’ as ‘has[having] no chance to develop an independent conscience of her 

own…” can be refuted by analysing the ‘method’ to the mystery of her madness. Much akin to the moral 

conflict of Hamlet’s adversity, it is more fitting, compatible with the temperament of Ophelia, to lose her 

sanity whereby in this realm, the volatility of her repressed personality erupts to assert her beliefs on 

morality, and life and death, having been a silent witness to the chaos of Denmark’s rank. With 

femininity, subtleness yet conciseness, she is successful in subverting and commenting against the 

imbalance of the Universe, corruption and injustice through the distribution of flowers, “that’s for 

remembrance...that’s for thought...I would give you some violets, but they all withered when my father 

died” (IV.v) and symbolically, deflower herself in the process of intervention. The virtue of truthfulness 

now dominates chastity and reputation and in a temporary release of convention, she presents her flowers 

to an imagined Hamlet, Claudius, Gertrude and Laertes; rosemary, pansies, fennel, columbines, rue, daisy 

and violets. Ophelia is ultimately a portrait of Hamlet- as a figure that chooses “not to be” and passes a 

feminine death. Shakespeare’s construction of Ophelia sustained by her close association to flower 

imagery throughout the Tragedy engages the Elizabethan and contemporary audience in a debate of the 

price of truth in a ‘prison’ of constant deceit, thus reinforcing the textual integrity of Hamlet.  

This is all relevant. Know it well enough to select and adapt to any given question on the day.  

 

CONC. 

In recognising and comprehending William Shakespeare’s dramatization of Hamlet’s disillusionment of 

the challenging ideas about truth and deceit through the study of language in The Tragedy of Hamlet, 

Prince of Denmark (1603) the contemporary audience can arrive at the tacit agreement of the exemplar 

character of Hamlet and Ophelia alike, made corrupt by “this harsh world” where they must “play the 

madman to prevent himself from becoming one.”(The Tragedy of Hamlet Prince of Denmark. Ed. E.K. 

Chambers). Catalysed by the interplay of light and dark,, Hamlet’s identity crisis, metaphorically 

represented by the changing of clothing, is his immutable, natural and damnèd gift of reason. It is this 

flaw, of “thinking makes it so”(II.ii), does the differentiation of good from evil, right from wrong, and 

truth from deceit become an impossibility. An exploration of Ophelia’s autonomy as one of utmost 

propriety to the Elizabethan epoch, deepened by feminine images of flowers extends our appreciation of 

her courageous exercise of her minimal agency. Essentially, Shakespeare’s integration of visual 

association to furthers one's comprehension of the socio-political agendas and personalities of those 



 

 

within the realm of Hamlet beseeches audiences to contemplate on the qualities that define humanity and 

ultimately, the complexity of mankind in the pursuit for truth within deception.  

 

- Nhi- I think you have refined this and it is ready to go. Test it alongside past 

papers. How is the timing practice going? 

 


